Mass storage systems are nding greater use in scienti c computing research environments for retrieving and archiving the large volumes of data generated and manipulated by scienti c computations. This paper presents a queuing network model that can be used to carry out capacity planning studies of hierarchical mass storage systems. Measurements taken on a Unitree mass storage system and a detailed workload characterization provided the workload intensity and resource demand parameters for the various types of read and write requests. The performance model developed here is based on approximations to multi-class Mean Value Analysis of queuing networks. The approximations were validated through the use of discrete event simulation and the complete model was validated and calibrated through measurements. The resulting model was used to analyze three di erent scenarios: e ect of workload intensity increase, use of le compression at the server and client, and use of le abstractions.
I. Introduction M ASS storage systems are nding greater use in scienti c computing research environments for retrieving and archiving data generated by model simulations in volumes on the order of Terabytes. This demand on the mass storage systems is increasing at rates faster than the currently operating mass storage systems can e ciently handle 1], 2], 3]. To meet these demands, some computing centers are procuring additional storage devices without access to the tools for predicting the performance of the expected workloads on existing and new mass storage system con gurations. Performance models are necessary to carry out adequate capacity planning studies for mass storage systems. Queuing network models are a viable alternative if accurate approximations can be found to deal with the features of mass storage systems which cannot be dealt with by exact models. Queuing network models can be used to provide average le storage and retrieval times and system throughput as a function of various parameters including le sizes, workload intensity, performance characteristics of the various physical storage devices that compose the mass storage system, and the architecture of the mass storage system hierarchy. This paper describes the development of a queuing network (QN) model to assess the performance of a hierarchical mass storage system. The model was validated on the Unitree Central File Manager, used at NASA's Center for Computational Sciences (NCCS). The system being modeled consists of a large number of workstations connected to a single storage server via an Ethernet network and a Cray supercomputer connected to that same storage server via a high speed Ultranet network. The storage server is a UNIX based multiprocessor that manages the devices which comprise the hierarchy of the mass storage system. The Unitree Central File Manager (UCFM) is an application which runs on top of UNIX and manages the le systems at each level of the hierarchy, as well as the ow of les from one level of the hierarchy to another. The granularity of access to the data by Unitree is at the le level. At the particular installation where the modeling was performed users access the mass storage system through the ftp protocol connecting to the central server at a speci c port. Thus, requests for storing and retrieving les arrive in the form of put and get commands, respectively. Even though the example used in this paper is based on the UCFM, the techniques presented here can be used to model other mass storage systems that adhere to the IEEE Mass Storage System Reference Model 4] .
Mass storage systems of this magnitude of storage capacity have not been available until recently, so little other work has been done to evaluate their performance. Ramakrishnan and Emer 5] developed a closed queuing network model to evaluate service alternatives for distributed mass storage systems. The performance of providing mass storage service at the level of a block versus a logical le is compared using the queuing network model. The de nition of a mass storage system in 5] di ers from the one considered here since they refer to a disk based storage system without the additional complexity of tra c moving between the various layers. Drakopoulos and Merges 6] , 7] use a closed queuing network model to evaluate the performance of a hierarchical mass storage system for various le movement criteria, and to study the tradeo s between recalling a le and accessing it by a distributed le system on various network architectures. In 6] , 7] the authors focus on the network interface of the mass storage system and not on the internal interaction between the layers. We develop here an approximate closed queuing network model of Unitree. Our focus is in the performance evaluation of the interactive tra c arriving over the network in the form of ftp get and put requests. In an earlier study 8], the authors developed a trace-driven simulation of the NCCS site and concluded that the disk cache hit ratio is very small (30%-40%) and that users tend to reference either les that were just created or those which were created a long time ago (over three months). In fact, the simulation showed that even if the disk cache were large enough to hold all references in the previous three months, the hit ratio would still remain within the 30%-40% range. Therefore, we are not including in the model the e ect of le migration policies.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section two describes in more detail the Unitree Central File Manager and its underlying hardware and software characteristics. Section three describes the workload imposed on the system which was used in our experiments. Section four describes the analytic model used. Section ve discusses the validation of the model and several numerical results. Finally, section six provides some concluding remarks. II. Overview In this section we describe brie y the functionality of the UCFM and present its main hardware and software characteristics included in the model.
A. The Unitree Mass Storage System
The UCFM is a hierarchical distributed le system which runs as an application on top of UNIX. UCFM is a mass storage manager which provides a transparent uniform UNIXlike le system to the user. The rst layer of the hierarchy consists of a pool of 75 striped magnetic disks with a total capacity of 155 GB, which behaves as a le cache for the overall system. Four robotic tape storage silos with a capacity of 4.8 TB each comprise the second layer. The third layer is comprised of free-standing tape storage.
The data stored on UCFM can be accessed from any local machine using either the FTP protocol or the NFS protocol. For performance reasons, only the FTP protocol method is used at NCCS. When les are rst transferred to UCFM they are stored on the rst layer of the hierarchy. Then, through a process called migration, a copy of the le is made available to a lower layer of the hierarchy. Based on certain con gurable parameters, les from the highest layer are removed if they have not been accessed for a certain period of time. When the user tries to recall a le, UCFM retrieves the le from the highest layer on which it is located.
UCFM is composed of a number of servers, running on the CONVEX machine that manages the storage hierarchy. Following the IEEE MSSRM, each server is responsible for one speci c task. This distribution of responsibility and the functional separation of the components allows for load distribution, enhances the scalability of the storage system, and provides for more fault tolerance. Figure 1 shows a diagram of the UCFM servers and their interrelation. A brief description of each of the servers in the gure follows. Name Server: maintains the Unitree le system structure and provides a transparent, UNIX-like interface, to the Mass Storage System. It resolves human-oriented names to globally unique machine-oriented resource identi ers (bit le ids). The Name Server maintains an on-disk database of name to bit le id mappings as well as an in-memory cache of recently resolved mappings. The Name Server also authenticates access rights of the requester. Disk Server: provides the logical means for storing and retrieving data from the disk cache.
It maintains the information necessary for mapping a bit le id into the actual le stored on the disk.
Disk Mover: manages the transfer of le data to and from the disk cache. All such requests originate from the Disk Server. A response to each request is sent directly to the recipient of the le rather than to the Disk Server. Tape Server: performs the equivalent service to tapes as the Disk Server performs to the disk cache. Its objective is to maximize the use of the storage media by archiving les. It maintains all information needed to retrieve les from tapes. It receives requests from the Disk Server and the Migration Server for access to les. Tape Mover: manages the transfer of le data to and from tapes. It receives all its requests from the Tape Server. Physical Device Manager: manages the tape mounts and performs the mapping between bit le ids and tape ids. It receives requests to mount tapes from the Tape Server and communicates its requests to the Physical Volume Repository to mount and dismount tapes. Physical Volume Repository: maintains the information about the location of each tape and every storage device available at the tape level. It receives requests to mount tapes from the Physical Device Manager and issues mount commands to the robot or operator. Migration Server: moves data from the disk cache to lower levels of storage in the hierarchy in order to increase the amount of free space on the disk cache. Repacking and Vaulting Server: removes the fragmentation from the tapes in the silos and performs the migration of les from the silos to the o -line tape drives.
UCFM performs four major tasks to manage the overall mass storage system. The rst task is the processing of user requests for le storage and retrieval. Files which are stored into the Unitree system are always placed on the disk cache rst. When the le to be retrieved is located on the disk cache, the Disk Mover is used to transmit the le to the user. If the le is not in the disk cache, it has to be brought into the disk cache from either online or o -line tape and then transmitted to the user. The second task is the migration of les from the disk cache to the silos using various criteria for selecting the les to migrate. The criteria are that the les must reside on the disk cache for a certain amount of time before they can migrate, and there should be a certain number of les ready to be migrated before migration starts. The third task is tape repacking which is used for removing the fragmentation from tapes and for increasing the number of free tapes at each silo. When an updated le is brought into the disk cache the old copy of the le which possibly resided in tapes is invalidated, causing fragmentation in the tapes. Repacking starts when the number of free tapes at a silo falls below a con gurable parameter and tapes which have a certain percentage of fragmentation are selected for repacking. When a tape is repacked the data is read from the tape into the disk cache, and then stored in an empty tape. The last major task is le vaulting which is the migration of les from robotic tapes to o -line tapes. Vaulting is performed periodically and also when repacking cannot produce the desired number of free tapes. The les are selected for vaulting using a con gurable le aging parameter.
B. Main Hardware and Software Characteristics
The large number of devices attached to the system, and their shared use by several software components creates contention at various points of the hardware architecture. To ensure that the model captured that contention it became necessary to analyze various components of the hardware architecture at a low level.
The UCFM software runs as an application on a Convex C3830 supercomputer with three independent CPUs. Using a dynamic scheduling scheme, called automatic self-allocating processors, CPUs are assigned to processes and threads using both hardware and software interaction. Each CPU is responsible for scheduling itself to an executing process. Each thread of control posts the need for a CPU, and an idle CPU selects the thread and executes it. Figure 2 shows the interconnection of controllers and storage devices with the I/O bus of the system. There are 128 disks attached to the system, 75 of which are used by the disk cache as striped devices. Striping will be described in a later section. As shown in gure 2, there are four Integrated Disk Channels (IDC) plugged into the main I/O bus of the server, which control the disks. The IDC consists of a Motorola 88100 RISC processor, separate code and data RAM, and four independent peripheral interface ports. Each peripheral interface port conforms to the ANSI intelligent peripheral interface (IPI) physical interface speci cation and is capable of transferring data at the rate of 10 megabytes per second, concurrently with the other ports on the same IDC. Following the IPI standard, each IDC port has eight disks attached in a daisy chain fashion. Disks closer to the IDC port have higher priority over disks farther away in the chain. To ensure that this implicit priority assignment does not hinder performance, the faster disks were placed closer to the IDC port and slower disks were placed farther away. physical disks per striped device. The ve disks of each striped device were selected to be on di erent controller ports thus providing the maximum possible concurrency to operations on a striped device. Striping is implemented by device drivers within the kernel and uses a Block Interleaved Distributed Parity (Raid-5) disk array 9]. Under this method one le system block is interleaved across multiple disks. The fraction of the block size determined by the interleaving is referred to as the stripe unit. In this particular case, one block is stored across four disks. Redundancy is provided by computing the parity for each four stripe units, each of which resides on a di erent disk, and storing the result on the fth disk of the striped device. The parity block is also distributed on di erent disks to provide maximum concurrency on read requests. This allows all ve disks to participate on read requests. The disadvantage of RAID-5 stripping is the read-modify-write operations that occur in small writes. A write operation of one stripe unit in size requires ve reads to get the information so that the new parity block can be computed, computation of the new parity, and two write operations to update the data block that was modi ed and to store the new parity result. The second and third levels of the storage hierarchy consist of four robotic tape storage libraries (silos) and four free-standing tape drives. The silos manage the storage of 6000 tapes each, providing fast robotically controlled mounting. In this speci c con guration of the silos there are six tape drives available for servicing read and write requests. All tape drives, both the ones within the silos and the free-standing ones, have the same physical characteristics. A SUN workstation is connected to both the CONVEX and the silos and maintains for each tape its location (robotic silo, o -line tape drive, o -line storage) and its status (mounted, stored). Requests for mounting tapes and positioning them for a read or write operation are sent to the silo by the SUN workstation. The tape drives are connected to the CONVEX through the Tape Library Interfaces (TLI) as shown on gure 2. Each TLI provides two independent data paths to the six tape drives inside each silo.
III. Workload Characterization
The data source for workload characterization was the log of ftp get and put requests. We were interested in evaluating the performance of the Unitree during periods of time when the interactive load was heavy. To determine the periods of heavy Unitree usage a histogram of the get and put requests was generated for each day for a period of ten days. Figure 3 shows two typical histograms of interactive requests, one for get and one for put requests. Consistently, through all histograms, the interactive load on the system achieved its peak between 9:00 am and 6:00 pm for all histograms considered. This focused our workload characterization to the requests arriving during that period of time.
The le size of both types of requests varied from small les of a few kilobytes to huge les of a few hundred megabytes. Ignoring this variation in le size would introduce an error in the model, thus the requests were separated into multiple classes with di erent le sizes. To determine the appropriate number of classes for each type of request and the le . The algorithm was initialized using k values uniformly distributed over the range of le sizes and iterated until there was no more shifting of points between clusters. The data for ten days of get and put requests was used for the characterization. Separate data sets were generated for each day and for each of the two types of requests. The algorithm converged after ve repetitions on the average for each data set used in our experiments. The cluster centroids provide the le sizes which determine the workload classes and the membership of points within a cluster determine the fraction of all requests for a type of that speci c size.
As the number of clusters k increases, a better clustering of the points can be determined. On the other hand, as the number of clusters increases the computation time for solving the queuing network also increases since the number of clusters determines the number of classes in the queuing network. In order to nd a value of k which both attains a good clustering of the points and at the same time allows for e cient solution of the queuing network, a tightness measure was used 11] . Smaller values for the tightness imply a better clustering of the data since the centroids are chosen to be closer to all the points within their corresponding cluster. Even though, in the limit as k approaches N, the tightness goes to zero, the decrease in the tightness is not monotonic. A locally minimal value of the tightness was observed for k = 4 for both get and put requests. Table II describes occurrence of each class out of a total of 3691 requests during the measurement period. The notation used to refer to the classes for the rest of the paper is g 1 through g 4 for the four get request classes and p 1 through p 4 for the four put request classes.
IV. The Model
A. Request Sequence
The objective of this study was to model the ow of the interactive requests through the various devices in the system. The fraction of time spent at each device of the system by each class determines the load demand of that class for that speci c device. Some details about the functionality of the UCFM are needed here. The Name Server maintains a database of name to resource id mappings into two separate disks, both of which are not used by the disk cache and are not striped devices. Also, it maintains an in memory cache of recently resolved mappings. One of the two disks serves as the primary database and the other serves as the secondary database for fault tolerance reasons. The disk server maintains the necessary information for retrieving a le from the disk cache in memory. Also, all the headers of les stored in tape storage are stored on a few disks, which are again not used by the disk cache and are not striped devices.
The ow of both get and put requests through the system is shown below.
Get request processing sequence:
1. Use of the CPU by the ftp daemon to establish the connection. 2. Let p ns be the probability that name resolution will be done by the name server's cache. With probability p ns use the CPU only to do name resolution. With probability (1?p ns ) use the name server's disk partition to resolve the name. 3. Use of the CPU by the disk server to search the search table for the le. 4. With probability p h the le resides in the disk cache. So, use the striped device to retrieve the le from the disk cache.
5. With probability (1 ? p h ), the le is stored on tape. Let p ts be the probability that the le's header information is stored in the in-memory tape header cache. With probability p ts use the CPU to obtain the le's location in tape storage.
6. With probability (1 ? p ts ) use the tape header partitions on the disk to locate the le's location in tape storage. 7. With probability p rob the le is retrieved from robotic tape storage into the disk cache.
8. With probability (1 ? p rob ) the le is retrieved from o -line tape storage into the disk cache. 9. Use of the CPU to transfer the le from the disk cache to the user over the network.
Put request processing sequence:
1. Use of the CPU by the ftp daemon to establish the connection. 2. As with get requests, with probability p ns , use the CPU to resolve the name from the inmemory cache. Else, with probability (1 ? p ns ) resolve the name from the name server's disk partition. 3. Use of the CPU to update the disk server's header information for the new le created or for the le to be updated. 4. Use of the CPU and disk to transfer the information to the disk cache. Figure 4 is a diagram of the queuing network model. Each of the major components of the model are enclosed within dotted boxes. Starting from the left, the circle labeled \User WS" is a delay server which represents the time interval between read or write requests arriving from the user workstations. The next component is the CPU unit which is represented by a single queue and three servers. As described in section II-B, the three CPUs are capable of symmetric multiprocessing so they can be accurately modeled as three independent servers. The \Disk Cache" component represents all the striped disks that form the Unitree's disk cache. The \Disks" component represents the two disks used for storing the name server database, and the ve disks used for storing the tape server search table and free space map. These disks are modeled di erently from the disk cache's disks since they are not striped devices. Finally the \Tape Devices" component represents the robotic silo tape drives and the o -line tape drives. The next few paragraphs describe the \Disk Component" and \Tape Devices" component in more detail.
B. The Queuing Network Model
As described in section II-B each disk is connected to the CONVEX through one of the four ports on an IDC controller, each port having eight disks connected to it. Since each of the four ports can operate concurrently with one another, the contention is at the individual port and not at the IDC controller itself. Thus, we model each disk with a single queue, since the only queuing delay is at the individual disk for servicing the requests. Using the IPI interface speci cation, for each port, a request is sent through the bus to one of the eight disks. The bus is then released until the disk is ready to transfer the data. Only when the disk has completed its seek and latency it requests the bus so that it can transfer the information. The bus is allocated to one of the disks based on the priority assignment described in section II-B. A process-based simulation using CSim 12] was developed to model the exact operation of an IPI port to determine if modi cations to the standard Mean Value Analysis (MVA) equations were necessary to model the priority. A system with a CPU, a user workstation, and a bus with eight disks was simulated. The performance parameters of the bus and of the disks used in the simulation were the same as those of the actual hardware at the NCCS site. The results of the simulation were compared with the results of the standard MVA equations as shown in table III. The table shows residence time R disks at the disks and the total response time R total for both the analytic and simulation models for various values of the degree of multiprogramming. The total response time for the simulation also includes 95% con dence intervals. The last column indicates the percent error between the residence time at the disks values obtained with the two models. As it can be seen from the table, the error is very small so it was not necessary to account for bus priorities in modeling the IPI disks.
The 75 disks which comprise the disk cache are striped devices using RAID level 5 as described in section II-B. Each one of the service centers shown within the \Disk Cache" component represents the ve disks which form each striped device. There has been a lot of recent work on the accurate modeling of the queuing and fork-join synchronization present in RAID level 5 disk arrays 9], 13], 14]. In order to accurately model the disk arrays in this paper, the standard MVA equations to compute the response time of each queue in the \Disk Cache" component had to be modi ed. The modi cations made to the MVA equations and the validation of our approach are described in detail in sections IV-C.
The \Tape Devices" component represents both the robotic tape drives and the o -line tape drives since both are connected to the CONVEX I/O bus through the TLI controllers as described in sections II-B. A request for a read or a write to a tape drive, regardless of whether the tape is manually or robotically mounted, requires mount time, positioning time to place the heads at the correct position of the tape, and data transfer time. When a request arrives from the Tape Server, the Physical Device Manager (PDM) issues a tape mount request. The Physical Volume Repository (PVR) determines whether the tape is located within the silo, or stored on the shelf, selects a tape drive to mount the tape on, and issues the appropriate request. The queuing devices 23-27 in gure 4 represent the robots that mount the tapes on the tape drives. Devices 23-26 model the robots in each of the four silos and device 27 models the human operator. Queueing devices a-f model the six tape drives inside each of the four silos and queuing devices a-d, connected to device 27 model the four o -line tape drives.
B.1 Model Parameters
In this section we describe the parameters used to solve the queuing network model and the method used for collecting them. We also de ne the notation used for the model's parameters used for the remainder of this paper. The CPU service times were measured using both the standard UNIX utilities and the Unitree log les 15], 16].
The \User WS" is a delay station and its service demand represents the mean inter-arrival time between the get or put requests, denoted by Z r where r is the class of the job. The possible values for r can be g 1 through g 4 or p 1 through p 4 . The value of Z r was measured from the FTP log le and the inter-arrival time was computed using the average between arrivals of the same class for each of the classes considered. Table IV lists the computed inter-arrival time for each class of requests.
The rest of the parameters are described using a trace through an execution scenario of a read request. When a request arrives, it requires some CPU time for interaction with the ftp daemon. This includes time for establishing the connection, authenticating the user, and parsing the request. This component of the service time is denoted as t cpu;ftpo . After the le has been located in the storage hierarchy it is transferred to the user via the ftp daemon, and this CPU service time is characterized by the parameters t cpu;ftpta and t cpu;ftptb . File names must rst be converted into resource identi ers before the system can process them. The Name Server maintains a database of le name to resource identi er records on disk and also maintains a small cache of recent requests in memory. We denote by p ns the probability that the request will be resolved by the in-memory cache, and by t cpu;ns the service time at the CPU by the Name Server for processing the request. Also, if the request is not resolved by the in-memory cache, v ns denotes the number of visits to the name server's disk partitions for resolving the request. Using the resource identi er, the Disk Server attempts to locate the le in the disk cache and succeeds with probability p h . In searching for the le it consumes t cpu;ds seconds of CPU time. If the le is not located in the disk cache then, with probability p rob , the le is in robotic tape storage and, with probability (1 ? p rob ) it is in o -line storage. The Tape Server determines the location of the le in tape storage by searching through its in-memory cache, and succeeds in nding it in the cache with probability p ts or, by searching through the search table stored on the disk partitions with probability (1 ? p ts ). To retrieve the information from the disk it visits the disks v ts times. The PDM and the PVR servers then consume t cpu;mount CPU time for processing the mount request which places the tape into a tape drive. The le is then transferred to the disk cache and from there to the user over the network.
A summary of the input parameters to the model follows. Z r : inter-arrival time between requests of class r. t cpu;ftpo : average CPU time spent by the ftp daemon in establishing the connection and other overhead.t cpu;ns : average CPU time spent by the name server daemon for resolving the lename into a resource identi er. v ns : number of visits to the name server's disk partitions for resolving a lename into a resource identi er. p ns : probability that the lename to resource id mapping is in the in-memory cache rather than at one of the two disk partitions. p h : probability that the le is located in the disk cache. t cpu;ds : average CPU time for locating the le in the Disk Server's search table. p ts : probability that the le's header is stored in the Tape Server's in-memory cache of le headers. v ts : number of visits to the tape server's disk partitions for retrieving the le's header. p rob : probability that the le is stored in robotic storage rather than o -line storage.
Measurements taken by the system administrators at NCCS show that p rob is equal to 0. 
B.2 Computation of Service Demands
This section gives the equations used to compute the service demands at each device of the queuing model using the parameters described in the previous sections. The notation for the service demands used throughout the rest of this paper is also de ned in this section.
The service demand at the delay center D Z;r for class r is equal to the time interval between arrivals Z r for that class. The values for each class are shown in table IV.
The service demand equation at the CPU varies depending on the request type. This happens because get and put requests follow a di erent path through the system during their service. For get requests the service demand D cpu;g i at the CPU for class g i is computed using the equation: (1) This equation accounts for all the CPU time used to service a get request: the time spent at the ftp daemon, at the Name Server, at the Disk Server, at the PDM and PVR servers, and the time to transfer from the tape to the disk cache and from the disk cache to the client. (2) Since les stored into the Unitree are always placed in the disk cache, the service demand equation for put requests is simpler. The total service demand accounts for CPU time spent at the ftp daemon, at the name server, at the disk server, and for transferring the le. Again, the le transfer time depends on the le size for the speci c put class.
The service demand equations for the striped devices also depend on the type of request. For both get and put requests the service demand for each striped device is a function of the service demand of each disk comprising the striped device. The notation used here is explained in detail in section IV-C. The service demand D j i;g i of a get class g i job at physical device j, which is a component of striped device i, can be computed using the following equation: 
where seek j is the average seek time, lat j is the average latency, trate j is the transfer rate of device j, and (r) is a function that gives the number of seeks needed to sequentially access a le of size filesize r . The Unitree le system uses a varying block size allocation method. On the rst two requests for a block, a 64KB block is allocated. For every subsequent 
The reason why the multiplier is 1 for get classes and 2 for put classes is explained in section IV-C. Table I shows the average seek, average latency, and transfer rate for each of the disk types. Once the service demand of each physical device has been computed, the service demand D i;g i on the logical striped device i by class g i of get requests is computed using the equation:
where H k = P k i=1 1=i and D i;g i is the service demand of a class g i request on any of the physical disks which comprise striped device i. H k is used to estimate the expected maximum of k independent exponentially distributed service times 18]. The service demand D i;p i by class p i of put requests is computed using the equation:
Equations 5 and 6 are explained in detail in section IV-C along with the notation used in the equations. Disks 16 and 17 in gure 4 are used by the Name Server for storing its database. We make the assumptions that p ns = 0 and that in order to resolve a lename the name server needs to make two visits to one of the two disks. In an earlier study 8] it was found that this mass storage system is used as an archive and les are retrieved after they have resided in the mass storage system for a long period of time. Also, once they are retrieved they are not accessed again for a long time. This prevents the Name Server's cache from reducing the number of disk accesses. After a few hours of operation, the Name Server has in-cache entries for the top level directories but it still needs to make one disk reference for the user's home directory resource id plus another disk reference to get the user's le resource id. The equation for computing the service demand D i;r of class r at device i, where i 2 f16; 17g, is: 
It is multiplied by two because two visits are required per request and by 1=2 since we assume the entry is equally likely to be in either one of the two disks. Disks 18 and 19 are used by the Tape Server for storing its search tables and disks 20, 21, and 22 are used by the Tape Server for storing le headers for each of the les stored on tape. Using the same reasoning as in the previous paragraph we make the assumption that p ts = 0. We also make the assumption that the tape server needs to make one visit to one of the two search table disk partitions and one visit to one of the three header disk partitions for each request that it services. This is a reasonable assumption since a hashing algorithm is used in memory to nd the block on disk where the le's header information must be within the search table disk partition and then once that is known, the exact block where the header is located is also known. The service demand at disks 18 through 22 is zero for the write classes (p 1 ; ; p 4 ) since les are written to the disk cache rst. 
Again we make the assumption that the information is evenly distributed among the disks.
The TLIs are modeled using two components as explained in section IV-B. (11) These service demands are all zero for classes p 1 ; ; p 4 since le puts go to the disk cache and not to the tapes. We assume that accesses to robotic tape drives are evenly spread among the four silos and the six tape drives. This is a reasonable assumption since the Unitree attempts to perform load balancing by spreading the load among all available resources. Finally, the service demand at each of the tape drives within the \Tape Devices" component is simply the amount of time it takes to seek to the position of the le's data within the mounted tape t tseek plus the amount of time to transfer the le from the tape to the disk cache. Thus the service demand D i;r for class r = g 1 ; ; g 4 (13) and is zero for the write classes since le puts are done on the disk cache.
C. Modeling of Striped Devices
Striped devices cannot be modeled directly with the MVA equations since they exhibit fork-join synchronization which does not satisfy product-form conditions; each request is broken up into multiple independent requests which must all complete before the original request is complete. RAID level 5 presents the additional complexity that each write request of a small amount of data, relative to the stripe unit, results in a read-modify-write cycle. In the Unitree system, the block size used for reading and writing data is 64KB and the stripe unit is 16KB. Each logical striped device consists of four disks for data and one disk for the parity block, keeping in mind that the parity block rotates among the ve disks. In the case of read requests for a single 64KB block, ve independent requests will be generated, and the original request will not be served until both requests have completed. In the case of write requests to a 64KB block, ve independent read requests are generated to read the 64KB of data plus the parity block, the new parity is computed, and then ve write requests are generated to write the 64KB of data back plus the new parity block. Figure 5 shows an example where stripe units 2 and 3 have been modi ed. Five reads are generated, and after they synchronize, the new parity is computed in the block labeled PC. Then, ve stripe units are written even though only stripe units 2, 3 and the parity P changed.
In order to accurately model the striped devices, we modi ed the equation for computing the response time in the MVA equations. We rst introduce some notation.
ND: number of disks forming the logical striped device. In our case ND is equal to ve. For each stripe unit, ND-1 disks contain data and the other contains the parity. K: number of physical devices involved in satisfying a le system block request (K ND).
As described above, for get requests K = 2 and for put requests K = 5.
D i : set of physical disks j that form logical striped device i.
STR: number of striped logical devices. In our case ST R is equal to fteen. Every request to the striped device generates K independent requests. The time it takes to service the original request is equal to the maximum of the residence times of the K requests.
We thus set the response time of the logical striped device to: In both equations we make the assumption that the data is distributed evenly among all striped devices which explains the use of the factor 1=ST R in equation 3. In both get and put requests ve physical devices are involved in servicing one block request thus we used H 5 . Also, for write requests, since there must be one round of ve read requests followed by a round of ve write requests, we multiplied the overall service demand by two.
A process oriented simulation using CSim 12] was developed to validate this approximation. A system with a CPU, a user workstation, and a ve disk array was simulated and its output was compared with the results of the modi ed MVA equations as shown in table VI. The table shows the residence time R raid and the total response time R total for both the analytic and simulation models for various values of the degree of multiprogramming. The total response time for the simulation also includes 95% con dence intervals. The last column indicates the percent error between the residence time at the RAID disk values obtained with the two models.
As it can be seen from the table, the approximation provides errors below the 10% level for all values of the degree of multiprogramming.
V. Numerical Results
This section presents the measured parameters for the model, discusses the model validation and calibration, and presents the analysis of three di erent scenarios. The rst scenario explores the e ect of workload intensity increase on le transfer time and throughput. The second discusses the advantages of using two di erent types of compression strategies and the third analyzes the bene ts of using le abstractions. Table VII shows the actual measured values for the parameters used to compute the service demands at all devices. All the parameters were collected using the standard UNIX utilities and the Unitree log les. Using the equations for service demands for each device described in section IV-B.2 the model was parameterized and solved using the modi ed MVA equations. Due to the large number of devices and classes, the approximate MVA algorithm was used which converged in only three to ve iterations. Validation and calibration is a necessary step in model development 19] . Validation and calibration require that the system be measured so that the measured performance metrics can be compared with the ones obtained by the model. The rst two calibration e orts were aimed at ne tuning the service demands at the disks and tapes as a function of the le size. The hit ratio, p h , was rst set to one to eliminate the tape subsystem. It was observed that the service demand for the small le classes of get requests (g 1 and g 2 ) was smaller than the measured value. Therefore, the value of the function (r) was increased to 12 and 16, respectively, to make the service demands match. Next, the hit ratio was made equal to zero to introduce the tape subsystem and eliminate the disk cache for the get classes. This allowed us to calibrate the tape transfer rate parameter taperate i . This parameter was calibrated at 1.48 MB/sec to make the transfer time computed by the model match the measured value. This calibration was later on justi ed by independent measurements taken by the system administrators at the NCCS site. Note that the calibrated value for the tape transfer rate is smaller than the manufacturer's advertised value. Finally, the technique of calibration by adjusting the multiprogramming levels 19], 20] was used to calibrate the model for low values of the workload intensity. The adjustments implied in an upward change of at most two in the multiprogramming level of three classes. As the workload intensity increases such a calibration was not necessary.
A synthetic workload that mirrors the real workload characterized in section III was developed and measurements were taken for the purpose of validating the model. This synthetic workload generates a large number of requests for each of the classes. Table VIII shows a comparison between measured and computed le transfer times for all classes and for the two extreme values of the hit ratio. All the measurements were taken during times of the day when the system was otherwise idle to reduce the e ect of external requests on the requests generated by our synthetic workload. The second column in table VIII lists the average of measured values for requests from les that were stored in the disk cache. Column ve lists the average of measured values for requests that were satis ed from the tape subsystem. Columns three and six list the values computed with the calibrated model for hit ratios of one and zero, respectively. Finally, columns four and seven show the percent di erence between the measured values and the results computed with the calibrated model. The largest errors were 9.76% and 9.41% both of which occurred in small classes.
The validated model is used in the following subsections to analyze three di erent scenarios. A. E ects of Workload Intensity Increase
In a report by The Computer Environments and Research Requirements Committee, predictions are made on the computing requirements for 1997-2004 on the data storage and retrieval systems, for supporting NASA earth and space science research 21]. According to this report, it is expected that in the next two years the archival and retrieval rate on the UCFM will increase by a factor of ve. In order to determine acceptable service levels for the eight classes in our workload, we conducted an email survey of all users of the mass storage system at NCCS. We obtained responses from 17% of the 450 users who received the survey. The responses indicated the acceptable mean transfer time for each of the eight classes.
To examine the performance of the mass storage system under an increased workload intensity scenario, we varied the load factor M r de ned as the maximum number of simultaneous class r requests present in the mass storage system. The baseline load factor mix was determined using the frequency of occurrence of each class shown in table II. The values used for the multiprogramming level were M g 1 = 34; M g 2 = 10; M g 3 = 4; M g 4 = 1; M p 1 = 42; M p 2 = 3; M p 3 = 4, and M p 4 = 1. Figures 6 and 7 show the variation of the average le transfer time versus the multiplier of the baseline load factor mix for classes g 3 and g 4 in the rst gure and p 3 and p 4 in the second gure for a hit ratio of 0.3. As it can be seen in the gures the increase in transfer time due to a ve fold increase in the load factor will be 19% for class g 3 , 28% for class g 4 , 48% for class p 3 , and 47% for class p 4 . The smaller get and put classes are not as a ected by the increase in the load factor. The coe cient of variation in the survey responses for get classes was higher than that for put classes. Therefore, we assumed as the acceptable value for the service level the mean plus two standard deviations in the case of get classes and just the mean in the case of put classes. The threshold for the get classes was derived as a compromise between the user community desired service levels and the constraints imposed by the resources and budget of the existing installation. For class g 3 , the service level of 174 seconds is violated when the load multiplier is 7.5. For class g 4 , the service level of 406 seconds is violated for a load multiplier of 8.5, as can be seen from gure 6. For class p 3 , the service level of 52 seconds is violated for a load multiplier of 8, while for class p 4 the service level of 80 seconds is violated for a load multiplier of 7, as shown in gure 7. Figure 8 shows the transfer time of get classes as the hit ratio varies between 0.0 and 1.0 with the multiprogramming level set to that used to validate the model. The e ect of the hit ratio on the transfer time depends on the service demands at the disk cache and tape subsystem for each class. As shown in gure 8, the transfer time decreases as the hit ratio increases. This can be better understood by looking at gure 9 which displays the variation of the service demand for the disk cache and the tape system for class g 4 hit ratio p h . Also shown in the gure, is the sum of the service demands for the disk cache and tape system. As it can be seen, as the hit ratio increases, the overall service demand of the combined disk cache and tape system decreases. This explains why the transfer times decrease as a function of the hit ratio. The same kind of behavior was observed for all classes. The factor by which the transfer time decreases is larger for the small le classes. For example, for class g 1 the transfer time at hit ratio one is 66 times smaller than the same value at hit ratio zero, while for class g 4 the reduction factor is 6.6. The explanation for this e ect stems from the fact that for the larger les (classes g 3 and g 4 ), the overhead of mounting a tape is amortized over a larger number of blocks than for the small le classes. Tape devices store data contiguously on tape and only exhibit a seek delay initially when positioning the heads at the beginning of the le's data. This causes the e ective transfer rates of tape drives to be comparable to those of disk devices since disks exhibit per block seek and latency overheads. Also, from this gure we can infer that an increase in the hit ratio from the current measured value of 30% to 50% would decrease the transfer time of a class g 3 request by 25% and of a class g 4 request by 23%. This provides incentive for research in prefetching techniques for caching. We analyze here the e ects of using le compression in two di erent manners: 1. Client Compression: in this scenario, les are compressed and decompressed at the client 22]. Thus, before storing a le into the mass storage system, the le is compressed at the client. Files are retrieved from the mass storage system in compressed form and decompressed at the client. The model is modi ed as follows to account for this type of scheme. All service demand equations that depend on le sizes have the le size reduced by a le compression ratio f cr which now becomes a parameter of the model. The compression and decompression times at the client are not taken into account when computing the transfer time under the client compression scenario. This was done because les are usually retrieved from the mass storage system in batch mode. Once retrieved by a client they are used many times. So, the decompression time at the client is amortized over many uses of the le. Besides, di erent clients would give di erent values for the compression and decompression time. Use of compression is mainly geared towards increasing the e ective storage capacity of the mass storage system as opposed to improving its performance. 2. Server Compression: in this scenario, les are stored in the mass storage system in uncompressed form (in the disk cache). After the le has been unreferenced for a certain amount of time, it is compressed and remains in the disk cache (this is done during o -peak periods). The migration algorithm migrates the le in compressed form to the tapes. A get request that nds a le in the cache may nd the le in compressed or uncompressed form. If the le is compressed, it has to be decompressed before it is transferred to the client. Under this scenario, compression is not relevant since it is done during o -peak periods. Decompression however has to be taken into account. To obtain the parameters for the decompression time at the server, we used the UNIX compress utility 23] which is based on a variation of the Ziv-Lempel sliding window, directory based, data compression algorithm 24] and measured the decompression times for various le sizes. Linear regression was applied to generate the following function that gives the decompression time at the server (Convex): 
where filesize is expressed in megabytes and the decompression time in seconds.
In this scenario we need to add two additional parameters to the model: the compression ratio f cr and the probability P cc that a le is compressed given that it is found in the cache. The service demands for the get classes at the CPU (equation 1), and physical disk devices (equation 3) were re-computed using the following equation: To assess the merit of the compression schemes we de ned a metric called gain, G r , de ned as:
G r = 100 (T r ? T c r )=T r (16) where T r is the le transfer time for class r without compression and T c r is the transfer time for class r with the compression scheme. G r stands for the percent reduction in transfer time. Figure 10 shows the gain G r as a function of the compression ratio f cr for all four get classes under client compression. Larger classes bene t more from client compression since a large fraction of the service demand imposed by these classes on the system depends on the le size rather than constant factors such as mount delays. For class g 4 a realistically attainable compression ratio of 30% can o er a performance gain of 23%. On the other hand, smaller classes do not gain much from compression. Put classes exhibit similar behavior as get classes although their gain is greater than that of get classes for the same compression ratio. The reason for this is that put classes are only a ected by the disk cache whose response time is a function of the le size whereas get classes are also a ected by constant delays at the tape subsystem.
The merits of server compression are explored in gure 11 which shows the gain G r for class g 4 as a function of the compression ratio f cr for four di erent values of P cc (the probability that the le is found in compressed form at the disk cache). Decompression at the server imposes a considerable load on the CPU that cannot be o set by the decreased le size for large values of P cc . This method can be bene cial only if the value of P cc is kept below 25% for an average compression ratio of at least 30%. In order for the value of P cc to remain below 25% the amount of time that the le resides in the disk cache in compressed form before being migrated should be adjusted by appropriate system software. The other get classes also exhibit similar behavior whereas put classes are not a ected by this scenario.
C. Analysis of File Abstraction
Abstraction les are reduced versions of original les used for browsing purposes 1]. According to 25], most NASA image data can be signi cantly compressed (i.e., by a factor of 20 or more) without signi cant loss in the visual presentation of the data using lossy techniques such as wavelet encoding and vector quantization. By servicing a number of requests with abstraction les rather than the complete copies, the load imposed on the tape devices of a mass storage system can be reduced considerably thereby reducing the transfer time experienced by most users. In order to evaluate the e ect of le abstraction on our model, four more get classes were added to represent the requests serviced by abstraction les. Two new parameters, P b and f a , have to be de ned. P b is the probability that an access can be satis ed by an abstract version of the object and f a , the le abstraction factor, is the factor by which a le is abstracted. So, an f a = 1% implies that the abstract le is 1% of the original le in size. The service demands for the original get classes remain as before. The service demands for the new abstract classes are computed using the same equations used To assess the merit of the abstraction classes of requests we de ned a new metric called gain, G r , de ned as: G r = 100 (T r ? T a r )=T r (17) where T r is the transfer time of the original get class r without abstraction and T a i , the transfer time under the abstraction scenario which is computed as Figure 12 shows the gain G r for class g 4 as a function of the browse probability P b for three values of the abstraction ratio f a .
As expected, the gain increases with the browse probability and with the compression ratio. For this class, reasonable gains can be achieved even for not large values of the browse probability. For example, for a browse probability of 40% and an abstraction ratio of 1% (not unrealistic for image les), a reduction of 32% in transfer time can be obtained. The gain decreases for small le classes. Table IX shows the gain for classes g 1 through g 4 and for di erent values of P b . As can be seen from the table, for f a = 10% the maximum gain for the small le class g 1 is 1.4 % while for the large le class g 4 is 62.1 %. From these gures, it is clear that le abstraction seems to be a powerful concept to be implemented for large les that compress well and are likely to be browsed several times before they are actually retrieved. Images are a good example of this.
VI. Concluding Remarks
In this paper we have developed an approximate closed queuing network model of the Unitree mass storage system used at NASA's Center for Computational Sciences. The approximations were validated by discrete even simulation and the complete model was calibrated and validated with measurements taken at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center Unitree Mass Storage System. The model was then used to analyze the performance of the mass storage system with respect to interactive requests for retrieving and storing les. Eight classes were used as the workload in order to accurately represent the di erent le sizes present in the get and put requests. The model was then used to study the performance of the system for various hit ratios at the disk cache, to predict the performance as the load increases, and to investigate the use of compression and le abstraction. The major contributions of the paper can be summarized as follows:
A complete workload characterization of a mass storage system at a large scienti c installation (NCCS |NASA's Center for Computational Sciences). The workload characterization showed that most les retrieved are small (1.2 MB) while large les represent a small fraction of the number of retrieved les. The same behavior was observed for storage requests.
A validated queuing network model that can be used by managers of mass storage system sites to carry out capacity planning studies and support procurement decisions of expensive storage devices such as tape silos. Workload forecast studies done by the Computer Environments and Research Requirements Committee predict a ve-fold increase in workload intensity over the next two years to support NASA's earth and space science research. The model was able to show that under the predicted workload the storage time of large les will increase by almost 50% and the retrieval time of large les will increase by close to 30%. A novel and accurate MVA based approximation for modeling the RAID disks that compose the disk cache at this mass storage system. We proposed a modi cation to the MVA response time equation and we showed through simulation that this modi cation models accurately the fork-join synchronization present in servicing requests by the striped device.
Examples on how the complete model could be used to investigate the impact of compression and le abstraction techniques on the performance of mass storage systems. Client compression appears to be more bene cial since it can o er considerable perfor-mance gains with a compression ratio of only 30%. Server compression can be bene cial only if the probability that the le is found in the disk cache in compressed form is kept below 25% for an average compression ratio of at least 30%. The model showed that le abstraction is a powerful concept to be implemented for large les that compress well and are likely to be browsed several times before they are actually retrieved. In fact, gains of the order of 62% can be achieved for large les for abstraction factors of 10% (not unrealistic for image les). The model presented in this paper can also be used to assess design alternatives for mass storage systems, as well as to analyze the impact of using devices that incorporate faster technologies at the various levels of the storage hierarchy.
